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12.11.09 
Realizers of Truth, of Consciousness? 

 
So-called 6th Stage or 6th Sphere realizers, realizers of the Conscious Space that the 

Formless is and in Which all forms arise and disappear again – one main form of this being 
represented by the Advaita Vedanta tradition which has become quite popular last decade – 
are no Realizers of Truth at all. This might seem so and it might be confusing, because in the 
Duality of the Formless and the Form it is indeed the Formless that is (Associated with) 
Truth, That Which is Always Present Beyond the apparent, Beyond Form. But what is the 
sense of realizing separate Truth, Truth Separate from ‘Lie’, from Form? Is it so good to 
realize that the empty waiting room exists? It is not untrue that one becomes aware of the 
Oneness of everything if one parks in the 6th Sphere of Life, in the Formless, in 
Consciousness. But dwelling ‘There’, in the from other Spheres separate 6th Sphere doesn’t 
give any guarantee – and not even a sign – for being Whole, Wholly Present. One is Deluded 
by Consciousness, by the attraction of the (indeed) Painless Formless. There is no inherent 
human connection to other Spheres of Life. (This supposed) ‘Oneness’ doesn’t naturally 
Connect Itself to the natural contraction of Form-life of the lower 5 Spheres, whether it is 
about the first 3 more profane Spheres – safety, sexuality/emotion and power/control – or the 
4th and 5th subtler spiritual Planes – the heart, love, devotion, dedication and subtler spiritual 
energies in all their endless variations, Energy Itself. The always Deluding mind succeeded in 
considering itself Whole, Truth, in and as (the 6th Sphere of) Consciousness; the Body, Form 
in general, is considered to be not True. That is not True. The Body is True. The denying of 
the Body is a creative but ordinary escape from Inherently Painful life, like there were so 
many, spiritual and other, tricks discovered in human history to go away from Pain. You just 
define Pain or Body as not relevant, not Ultimate, and you got rid of the problem – or at least 
got rid relatively. It is a total blunt denying of the Function of the Body, of Body-life, of 
Incarnation as Body. Why are you here in and as Body? Some mistake of Nature, of the 
Whole? 

To say that 6th Sphere realizers or dwellers Realized Truth – at least of the 6th Sphere 
of Consciousness – is the same error as saying that a whore Realized the 2nd Sphere, Sex. She 
Realized the uniting of Man and Woman, but then on Form-Level. She ‘became’ ‘totally’ 
Form, considers and sells Her Body as Form, trying to fool men with her Form-truth, that they 
would have or get ‘something’ if they fall for the form (that she seems to be). She 
compensates as Body for the Tendency in Man (or Consciousness, with which Man by nature 
is originally associated) to lead a Bodiless life. One could say she realized the Lie of the 
Form, only not Conscious, as the 2nd Sphere is part of the Dark, it doesn’t allow so much if at 
all any Light of Consciousness in it. Allowing Light there would Crush, Destroy, Dissolve the 
safely separate 2nd Sphere wherein and as which Form (or: Energy) seems to Rule. Just like 
the other way round. If the people keeping ‘their’ Eye focused on and in the Light of 
Consciousness would really Allow the Dark, Allow Unconsciousness in their lives, their safe 
Consciousness is gone, scattered, crushed. Both the whore and the conscious man or woman 
(of the 6th Sphere) would lose their realization if they would Allow the Other Side, if the form 
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would allow the Formless crushing all its illusions of being form, its addiction to constantly 
endlessly senselessly manipulating form, itself and other (seeming) forms, and if the Formless 
would really allow to be Wholly, Heartedly and Bodily Touched by the Pain that the Form is. 
Every Separation is a Seducing Bitch, with its own interests, whether form- or Formless-
interests. 

It’s not bad at all to look around in the 6th Sphere, like it’s good to know what’s going 
on in and as any Sphere of Life. But if you are a visitor, a tourist and even if you decide ‘here 
it is where I want to stay’, you must not see that as Truth, let alone sell it as Truth to others. 

The Unconscious whore and the Conscious Bitch both don’t Allow their Heart to be 
Here, Down on earth, Present in and as Body, don’t Allow their Body to be Wholly if at all 
Hearted. Of course sex doesn’t Connect people at all. Some energetic hustle and bustle cannot 
bring people any closer, simply because Closeness doesn’t Come by Energy. It’s more 
difficult maybe to See and Feel through the Lie of the Conscious Whore. (The Sphere of) 
Consciousness seems indeed to bring people Closer, but anyway (and to whatever extent on 
unManifest Level this would be so) not here, not on earth… 

In itself, in the Heart-Body nothing happens if one realizes, in a moment or even when 
structurally, perpetually, to be Consciousness, to be One Conscious Sphere out of Which you 
and everyone arises and in Which you and everyone as form will dissolve again. To Truly 
Live as Heart (on earth) means one is Totally Vulnerable, as Heart-Body, one doesn’t deny or 
define away the Formless nor the Form. One is Touched and Lived by Light and Dark, 
constantly, by any thing that appears or happens in any Sphere of Life. One Knows-Feels that 
there is no escape from the Whole (Heart), nowhere, not in any Sphere, not on earth, not in 
the subtler realms of existence nor in the Formless Beyond manifestation in Energy, in the 
grosser or subtler energetic realms of Life. 

Of course it is not stated here that supposed 6th Sphere realizers would be totally 
separate from other Spheres of life and don’t know anything about and would not live in other 
Spheres. This is, except for few extreme exemplars one would almost say, not so and is hardly 
(and ultimately of course not at all) possible. All Life-Spheres exist in everybody. They make 
you up all together. Still, ‘Truth’ is very Deluding. The more subtle or transparent the Life 
Sphere, the more Deluding ‘Truth’ is and Seducing to accept that which you see, feel, 
experience or Know there as True. The 6th Sphere is extremely Deluding, it is Beyond subtle 
(Spheres). To See Truth and look at everything (in any Life-Sphere) as (Separate, but still as) 
‘Truth’, and not to be fooled at all by the ‘Lie of Truth’, this is extremely exceptional, and not 
at all easy. Even this, what is being said now, can be understood by (someone strongly 
Connected with) (the Truth of) Consciousness and projected into one’s Body, as also this 
more elaborate or Wholistic Truth seems to be realized already by a person (or 
Consciousness) associated with a certain physical-energetic Body. While in Fact, in and as the 
Body, the realization is not Present, not Actual, not Embodied, not ‘Downloaded’. 

If a Conscious ‘One’ is having sex for example it doesn’t mean at all that there is 
Light, Clarity in the 2nd Sphere of Life – which is indeed very difficult, hard to achieve, even 
for a little bit. To be Truly Whole, to Live as Heart as Body, there’s no other option than to 
leave any fixation on or even the slightest (unconscious or conscious) preference for any 
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Sphere of Life, including the 6th Sphere of Consciousness. The Heart never chooses, Truth 
never chooses, Reality never chooses – not even unconsciously. Consciousness not 
permanently ‘Sacrificed’ or Surrendered in Unconsciousness – in Pain therefore – is not Real 
Consciousness (as the Whole, That It would Represent and Be). To Live even any moment 
without Pain is not True therefore. This seems greatly exaggerated, but only the Truly 
Humble will Understand-Live this: if you, supposedly ‘One’, cannot even make this gesture 
to the earth, to people, in and as Love, to Actually Heartedly-Bodily and Constantly Live the 
Pain of people(’s unconsciousness), of the earth as your ‘own’ Body (which is not yours in 
the End), then what is worth your ‘Realization of Oneness’, if you do not Live It, Here, Down 
on earth, right in the bloody Mud? What is worth then ‘your’ (or the Impersonal) 
Consciousness? Why do you sell It as True? Why do you accept to be Deluded and to Delude 
others with it? In Truth, as a 6th Sphere realizer or whatever you are or might be, you do not 
structurally guide people away from their Pain to the Free Place Beyond. 

Even though this Free Place, this Formless Consciousness is indeed So – so what? 
Even though it’s (very) good that people are Shown ‘Something Else’ Beyond all their daily 
fuss and stuckness of and in forms forms forms* – people are Guided by a Deeper Force that 
Shows them Human Pain and they, Beyond ‘their’ Ego (which is not theirs in the End, but a 
Force in itself), do not want to be (structurally) guided away from the Pain that they somehow 
have to Meet, Face, Feel, See, into a State of Freedom, of Consciousness, of Bliss, of Space. 
They do not. If you assume so you’re in the unconscious hands of the Deluding and secretly 
Separating Force. The Whole Heart, the Whole Body Wants – contrary to the mind, to 
separate Consciousness – to Wholly Live, Struggle through the Pain they’re by Nature 
associated with and which, as well, is not a personal Pain in the End but Human Pain, the 
Human Drama of Existing, as Formless and as Form, Simultaneously, as this crazy Fight 
between these Two, these Two Forces, the Male and Female, and which Fight can never be 
Won by one or One of them. 

Life cannot Be without the 6th Sphere of Consciousness, but to dwell in there, to stay 
there even, is misunderstanding Life, the Whole. The 6th Sphere of the Formless, of 
Consciousness is one of the many seducing attractions that Life has to offer. If all seductions 
are Recognized, Felt through, if the non-Ultimacy of them is allowed to Be Lived through in a 
struggle, then in the End, in this utter humbleness, the Heart Itself is what is Left, but now It 
is on Earth, Humanized, Embodied, Cleaned by the Dirt of the Earth. Not that it makes sense 
to Go that far, that Deep… but it is just True to Allow This, as we Exist as this Process. And 
Reality indeed doesn’t make sense, It Is, It is Being Lived… when Whole-Heartedly and 
Whole-Bodily Surrendered in. 
                                                
* It’s not only ‘good’ (or part of Nature) that people are Shown the 6th (or Male) Sphere of Life: 

Consciousness. For a human being and for humanity as a whole Consciousness is ‘even’ Necessary 
to Wholly Develop and Be Fully Present as Heart-Body on earth. Without Consciousness one can 
dwell and struggle forever in whatever other Sphere of Life but it is all endless repetition of 
(positive and negative) drama, of usually not (so much or Deep) Recognized suffering. Only 
Consciousness can Go Beyond and Transcend (all the hustle and bustle in) the waiting room, if It 
(Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily) Connects to it – if not, it is a Waiting Room Itself. 
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6th stage realizer, 6th stage dreamer, if you can Be with (a) Woman, can Be with Her 
huge reservoir of Darkness, if your Heart still Stands and Cries in the middle of it, then we’re 
getting somewhere finally… but that’s a long long way Down. You better keep and define 
your ‘reality’ simple. 


